To find repugnant or distasteful
Easily understandable
Mendacious means that a person is given to ___
Gullible or easily tricked
To ameliorate something is to make it ___
To make worse or less effective
Chicanery is the use of ___ to fool someone
To run away with something or somebody
To allow or excuse; to be lenient
To purify a liquid by vaporizing it
Separate, fork, divide and split are synonyms of ___
Currently inactive, but capable of becoming active
To deny or contradict a statement
A conundrum is a difficult ___
Sandpaper is ___, but the word also describes a personality trait
To reprimand firmly
Sorry, apologetic, remorseful and regretful are synonyms of ___
To lecture or rant at length and in an aggressive manner
The two vertical ridges below your nose
A whole formed by several different elements
To provide physical relief
Someone who is friendly or indulgent like a male relative
A ___ person is extremely talkative
Extravagant exaggeration not to be taken literally
Sluggish, lifeless, inert and slow are synonyms of ___
To make something poorer in quality by adding inferior substance
Disagreeable sounds cause ___
Someone who likes to be part of a group; very social
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